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Abstract 

 
 

In this paper I discuss technological, social and epistemic aspects of           
experimental practice in high-energy physics; and how art / science          
residencies and collaborations engage with such aspects. I analyse         
qualities of art and science collaborations, and describe the processes          
involved in the production of a site-specific work I produced whilst at            
CERN. 
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The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), at the European Organization for Nuclear Research            
(CERN), is the largest scientific experiment in the world. The LHC is a circular device               
twenty seven kilometres in circumference, which accelerates subatomic particles to          
almost the speed of light, then smashes them together, releasing trillions of            
electron-volts of energy. The particles collide in gargantuan detectors, such as the            
Compact Muon Solenoid experiment (CMS), a 12,000 ton 5 storey high device 100             
metres underground, where up to a million collision events are recorded every second in              
three dimensions, using 100 million individual detector components (see Fig. 1). Data            
from the detector is used to reconstruct collision events, revealing fundamental aspects            
of the material world. CMS experimentally proved the existence of the theorized ‘Higgs             
Boson’, a fundamental form so ephemeral it is known as a ‘resonance [which is]              
indicative of a previously unknown particle’ (Baggot, 2011, p.269).  
 
An experiment such as CMS is more than just the sum of its technologies, more than the                 
objects which comprise its’ material dimensions. Such technological objects, described          
as ‘megalithic machines’, are like material and social microcosms, where ‘each detector            
is a world in itself’ (Galison, 1997, p.688). These worlds comprise the devices and the               
groups of scientists who design, construct, and operate them. CMS is comprised by             
almost four thousand scientists, engineers and technicians who attend to every aspect of             
the experiment. Sociologist Karin Knorr-Cetina uses the term “superorganisms” to          
describe such combination of detector and scientists. Knorr Cetina points out that the             
detector is ‘never like a robot that simply performs all tasks… [but] more like a three                
dimensional mosaic of working bits and pieces, including human interfaces’. 
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Fig 1. The CMS experiment. Photo: C Henschke 
 
 
In addition to the physical energies used in the experiments, the practice of high energy               
physics involves huge amounts of human intellectual and social energy. Environments           
in such high-energy physics facilities are ‘marked by a constant humming of the             
experiment’ (Knorr Cetina, 1999, p.173). However, this does not just relate to the             
mechanical hum of the machines, but the hum of communication between the scientists,             
and indeed between the people and the detector itself. This is described by Knorr-Cetina              
as ‘a sort of consciousness, an uninterrupted hum of self-knowledge’ (Knorr Cetina,            
1999, p.178). Such a “hum” speaks of the highly complex feedback mechanisms within             
the device, between the millions of components in the detector; between the detector             
and the scientists; and among the scientists themselves. Ultimately, the detectors are the             
interfaces between the scientists and the fleeting forms of subatomic nature they are             
seeking - ‘physicist and nature meet in the detector, where knowledge and passion are              
one’ (Traweek, 1988, p.17). 
 
From the view of the scientists themselves, these ‘massive instruments are physiological            
beings, with behavioural states and idiosyncrasies’ (Knorr Cetina, 1999, p.114).          
Although the description of a detector as a physiological being ‘is clearly fictional’,             
Knorr Cetina, having undertaken field research at CERN, states: 
 

‘At the same time, [describing a detector as a being] is an expression of the very                
real ways of handling the instrument, of the kind of responses one gets from it, of                
the sort of relationship when the instrument is completed and running, of the type              
of thing not expressed by the technical vocabulary, which is also present.’ (Knorr             
Cetina, 1999, p.250)  

 
Scientists have even expressed love for their machines (Knorr Cetina, 1999, p.122) –             
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upon entering the detector cavern at CMS, one scientist (perhaps self-mockingly) called            
it ‘my precious!’ And in terms of negative emotions, having ‘the opportunity to know              
the apparatus ... made part of it and suffered through its failures ... is an integral part of                  
knowing how to create phenomena’ (Hacking, p.230) Such emotional ties are thus an             
integral and necessary part of the research, and belie a deeper engagement than what is               
traditionally perceived as being the dispassionate and disconnected scientist. As the           
champion of experimentalism, Ian Hacking, states: 
 

‘Noting and reporting readings of dials – Oxford philosophy’s picture of           
experiment – is nothing. Another kind of observation is what counts: the uncanny             
ability to pick out what is odd, wrong instructive or distorted in the antics of               
one’s equipment. The experimenter is not the ‘observer’ of traditional philosophy           
of science, but rather the alert and observant person.’ (Hacking, 1983, p.230) 

 
The bonds with devices are due to the combination of intellectual and emotional energy              
put into them by the scientists, which in turn increases the scientist’s identification with              
their. ‘Detectors are distinctive and serve as the ‘signature’ of the group. … Their              
conception and development, their maintenance, their performance … are the stuff of            
frustration, hope, heartbreak and triumph for research groups.’ (Traweek, 1988, p.49) 
 
However, scientific practice has developed in a way to minimize subjectivity. Scientific            
descriptions of natural phenomena is objective in that they accurately describe aspects            
of the physical world ‘without reference to the scientist’ (Heisenberg, 1958, p.23). Such             
emotive terms and subjective experiences are never presented in technical and scientific            
reports. The outputs from such experiments are presented as highly specialized           
objective knowledge, in the form of technical terms, numerical data, and mathematical            
equations. However, the form such knowledge is presented is ‘in terms used by             
scientists [which] would be incomprehensible to outsiders’ (Latour, 1979, p.20). This           
factor will be discussed in more detail later. There is also the complex and intertwined               
relationship between theory and experiment, however this is largely out of the scope of              
this paper, which is more focused on the experimental and material elements of             
experimental physics. 
 

EPISTEMIC OBJECTS  
 
There is another uniquely defining factor to such an experiment - it is ‘a mosaic that                
remains forever incomplete’ (Knorr Cetina, 1999, p.130). This state of incompleteness           
is perhaps unique to scientific research, encompassing the technological, human and           
knowledge aspects present in experiments such as found in high energy physics. A             
detector such as CMS can thus be portrayed as an “object of knowledge” or “epistemic               
object”, a term used by scientist Hans Rheinberger to describe ‘any scientific objects of              
investigation that are at the center of a research process and in the process of being                
materially defined. Objects of knowledge are characteristically open,        
question-generating and complex. They are processes and projections rather than          
definitive things’ (Knorr Cetina, 2001, p.191). Describing the detectors at CERN to            
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illustrate this concept, Knorr Cetina states: 
 

Epistemic objects frequently exist simultaneously in a variety of forms. They           
have multiple instantiations, which range from figurative, mathematical, and         
other representations to material realizations. Take the case of a detector in a             
high-energy physics experiment. ‘It’ continually circulates through a        
collaborating community of physicists in the form of partial simulations and           
calculations, technical design drawings, artistic renderings, photographs, test        
materials, prototypes, transparencies, written and verbal reports, and more. These          
instantiations are always partial in the sense of not fully comprising “the            
detector”. (Knorr Cetina, 2001, pp.192-193) 

Expanding on the nature of epistemic things and their relations to the researchers that              
develop them, Rheinberger states the following: 
 

Epistemic things are ... things that let something be desired. They stand for a              
particular relation to the world: a relation of epistemicity. This relation is            
exploratory, driven by the desire of finding, not of knowing. Experimenters are            
specialists in arranging situations in which finding becomes possible. Scientific          
finding neither obeys the logic of chance nor that of necessity. It obeys a logic of                
its own, composed of elements of both, and in so doing, undoes the stochastic rigor               
of the one and the deterministic rigor of the other. It is a game of eventuation, an                 
engagement with the material world that, on the one hand, requires intimacy with             
the matter at hand, and, on the other, disentanglement, the capacity of rendering             
strange—of estrangement. I am convinced that the poet’s and the artist’s activities            
share the basic feature of this epistemic condition. (Rheinberger, 2015) 

 
 
ESTRANGEMENT 

I have actively engaged with high energy physics experiments, through my involvement            
in the “art@CMS” collaboration. “art@CMS” is an outreach and education component           
of the CMS experiment, which fosters practical and critical engagement between artists            
and scientists. Each artist is partnered with a CMS physicist, so that every project              
undertaken is an interdisciplinary experiment, where the processes developed are as           
important as the artworks produced. Part of the collaboration is simply to work out how               
artists and physicists can work with each other, which can only be cultivated through              
practical engagement and interaction. It is through shared experiences that, although           
limited, allows a form of inter-disciplinary understanding and communication to          
develop, which in turn, further allows for the development of practice, and vice versa.  

As Rheinberger states, estrangement with the object is part of the artists’ practice.             
However, as a non-specialist outsider within the “world-in-itself” of the high-energy           
physics experiment, the estrangement factor is already present, what is needed is to             
develop such an intimacy with the matter at hand. Unlike the objective nature of              
scientific knowledge as described above, the processes and outputs of art in such             
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collaborations are subjective.  

In a way my experiences are analogous to those of anthropologists and ethnographers in              
such settings. My first experience in the LHC, during a visit to the ALICE detector in                
2010, was physically overwhelming, and left me literally shaking. The initial           
bewilderment of being in such a world is succinctly described by (onetime) sociologist             
Bruno Latour, who on his first day in a scientific research laboratory, responded with              
the following:  

What are these people doing? What are they talking about? What is the purpose of               
these partitions or these walls? Why is this room in semidarkness whereas this             
bench is brightly lit? Why is everybody whispering? … A flood of nonsensical             
impressions would follow the formulation of these questions. (Latour, 1979, p.43) 

Such an initial state of confusion seems evidently normal. When I met Japanese media              
artist Ryoji Ikeda who had recently commenced a 3 month “Collide @ CERN”             
residency, he stated somewhat despairingly that he was ‘completely overwhelmed’ by it            
all. I found such an impression manifested in the work he produced in response to his                
experiences at CERN, which was a lot of screens presenting a lot of data, and dynamics                
of light and movement, but not much else. The installation was described in The              
Guardian by arts reviewer Jonathan Jones as ‘array of beeps, whooshes, dazzling            
strobes and light pulses [which] basically seems to be rubbing its head and groaning:              
“Blow me, this is complicated stuff.”’ (Jones, 2015). Although Jones’ comments belies            
his complete failure to appreciate or even understand the nature of “data art”, as              
championed by Ikeda in many other critically acclaimed works, I agree with the point              
that the installation was limited to the initial impression of high energy physics             
research. However, from Jones’ own impression that the work ‘signifies little more than             
that physics is weird’, he deduces: ‘Isn’t it time we stopped expecting artists to              
understand the complexities of science?’ This statement does little more than reveal            
Jones’ own evident view that artists are simply too “stoopid” to meaningfully engage             
with any of the myriad aspects of scientific research, including the material and social              
elements, as described above.  
 
 
ENGAGEMENT 
 
In order to develop a more meaningful level of engagement with the subject matter, in               
art as in sociology, one must delve deeper than the initial impressions, as evident in               
Ikeda’s installation. This is needed to challenge the notion wider society holds that ‘the              
work of scientists in general, is often understood only in a sort of magical or mystical                
way’ (Latour, 1979, p.14). I think it is of vital importance to find a way to meaningfully                 
engage with scientific practice on its own level, in part to combat such mystification, as               
scientific practice, although complex, is not fundamentally magical or weird. Ideally, art            
can be an entry point through which the public can engage with science and technology,               
which is much needed in contemporary society. Jill Scott, developer of the Zurich-based             
‘artists in labs’ residency program, a precursor to the programs at CERN, has this to say                
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about the wider importance of such collaborations: ‘Our society needs to undergo a             
wholesome metamorphosis, so I am for seriously involving people in qualitative science            
[with artists] and trying to create true dialogues. This means that we have to generate               
respect for each other’s disciplines.’ 

Carl Sagan stated ‘we live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology,              
in which hardly anyone knows anything about science and technology. This is a clear              
prescription for disaster’ (Sagan, 1989). Underlying this disconnect is the issue of the             
“new obscurity”. This is a condition described by philosopher Jurgen Habermas as            
“neue-unubersichlichkeit” – the state of the total unsurveyability in the modern world.            
Habermas posits that this creates an overwhelmedness and pessimism towards complex           
technology, stating ‘forthright “helplessness” more and more replaces attempts to find           
orientation determined by and directed toward the future’ (Habermas, 1986, p.3). 

In a sense, my work at CERN seeks to counter this, by engaging with high-energy               
physics experiments on a material and energetic level that brings it back to tangible              
sensory phenomena, and doesn’t go too deep down the quantum rabbit hole. Although             
the processes involved in such science are comprehensible, subatomic nature itself may            
be fundamentally mysterious – as physicist Richard Feynman stated, ‘nobody          
understands quantum mechanics’ (but to go further down this rabbit hole is outside the              
scope of this paper). In order to push through the initial confusion, and find the               
combination of estrangement and intimacy Rheinberger described, a more involved and           
nuanced level of practice and engagement is needed. I found this was made possible              
through the model that “art@CMS” has developed. It has been explicitly stated by its’              
founder, Michael Hoch, that art@CMS program is an ongoing and open-ended           
collaborative process, in part for the reasons described above. I have been a part of it                
going on for 4 years, and have visited CERN eight times, usually staying on-site for               
several weeks at a time. Unlike Ikeda’s more limited experience (where he was only              
given several weeks site access as part of a 3 month residency, in which he was                
supposed to produce and complete artworks), my ongoing interactions with the           
scientists allowed for more personal relationships to develop, via integration in their            
day-to-day activities. This seems to be a key component to such collaborations, and it              
has been repeatedly reported that such extended durations are absolutely necessary to            
develop meaningful collaborations (Scott, 2006). In this time I developed a feel for the              
nature of their experiments, and was able to communicate with the scientists on             
increasingly subtle aspects of their research, through the development of interpersonal           
analogies and practical skills. Much of this had to do with aspects of practice common               
to both high energy physics and audio, linking their work with my practice in analogue               
synthesizers. Through this I realized that particle accelerators are in essence high energy             
synthesizers. In fact, one of the pioneers of particle physics, Max Born, stated that              
physicists ‘must require that [experiments with subatomic particles] only involve …           
quantities such as energies, frequencies, intensities and phases’ (Kragh, 2012, p.353),           
terms which are equally applicable to audio practice. 
 
During my art@cern sojourns I also became increasingly integrated into the daily social             
activities undertaken by the people at CERN. In particular, participation in day to day              
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tasks in the outreach program, such as arranging and giving talks to visitor groups, to               
designing and printing posters, and being on personal terms, and going to the pub, with               
senior staff. Such socially inclusive activities gave me insights and inspiration into            
possible projects and even controversial confidential details about the experiment which           
informed my later work.  
 
However, there is a different danger here, that of becoming the handmaiden of science,              
and trying to ‘repeat what the scientist has done ... [which] smacks of the dabbler or                
dilettante’ (Maharaj, 2001, p.112). However, artists that work in-situ at such scientific            
facilities have to endeavour to understand the science involved if they want to             
meaningfully engage with it. In a sense this is analogous to the problem in anthropology               
or ethnography known as ‘going native’, which Latour warns against - ‘an analysis of a               
tribe couched entirely in the concepts and language of the tribe would be both              
incomprehensible and unhelpful to all non members of the tribe’ (Latour, 1979,            
pp.38-39). In the domain of art /science collaboration, this issue would manifest as art              
that is, whether consciously or not, is aimed at the specific target audience, which is the                
subject group i.e. the scientists themselves. Producing works that only the scientist can             
understand, a form of didacticism, is a risk I am painfully aware of. But “playing               
native” does have its advantages too - recent studies in ethnography have actually             
advocated a more engaged process, in a shift away from the disengaged participant             
observer, towards deeper engagement with the social subjects, which can produce a            
‘richness of the data … derived from observant participation’, which can help ‘cross the              
great disciplinary divide’ (Moeran, 2007, pp.20 - 21). Didacticism may be be a gateway              
one must get through, in order to gain a deeper level of connection and allows critically                
meaningful dialogue with the collaborating scientists.  

 
GLEANING OBJECTS 

Although my understanding of the theoretical aspects of particle physics is very limited,             
I have developed a concrete material framework to engage with the science and             
scientists, through the genealogies of and in the detectors themselves. The origins of             
high energy physics lie in very simple devices, such as the Cyclotron, invented by              
Ernest Lawrence in 1934, which was a circular brass device that could fit in one’s hand,                
comprising two electromagnets in a vacuum which an electron would be spun around             
in. The ‘underlying idea of these machines is to keep by means of a big magnetic field                 
the charged particles going round in circles’ (Heisenberg, 1958, p.106) Thus, from such             
little devices, big devices grow, such as the LHC. I was taken on a tour of the old Super                   
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator, after hearing rumours about it at the CERN cafe.             
Perhaps knowingly, my collaborators arranged such a situation ‘in which finding           
becomes possible’ (as stated above by Rheinberger), which led me to discover the             
“accelerator graveyard” near the SPS, a warehouse containing discarded experimental          
devices in various states of complexity and obsolescence. Seeing these ‘ancestral           
machines’ (Traweek, 1988, p.51) added an historical dimension to the mosaic of the             
CMS detector which I could formally and materially grasp. 
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As Galison states, ‘The genealogy of these instruments helps to explain how they             
became … keys to the domain of the subvisible’ (Galison, 1997, p.5). Each detector              
contains its own unique ‘history refracted through specific material objects of its            
construction’ (Galison, 1997, p.5). I found a way to practically approach these            
megaliths of overwhelming complexity, by delving into their histories and ancestries.           
Through observation of all the available material forms that precurse and inform            
experiments such as CMS, I became aware of the historical elements in the mosaic that               
CMS is. Such objects of inspiration featured one which now resides in the garden of the                
CERN “microcosm” museum. This is the ‘Gargamelle’ bubble chamber, a five metre            
long cylindrical detector used in the 1970s, which was filled with highly pressurized             
freon gas, and received particles from the SPS. The device looks like an old spaceship,               
except that the space it probed was inner space. It led to the discovery of neutrinos, one                 
of the biggest finds made at CERN before the Large Hadron Collider was installed. In               
the presence of this aptly named giant I could almost feel its dynamic qualities and               
echoes of its energetic history.  

Galison writes ‘It is not only experiments but instruments that have a life of their own’                
(Galison, 1997, p.424). Buoyed by this quote, I decided to instill new life into an               
obsolete apparatus, taking a cue from a poster at CERN for the 2015 “Higgs Hunting”               
conference, which featured a version of Millet’s painting “The Gleaners”, adjusted so            
that the gleaners were picking up parts of accelerators. Thus I set out to set up a material                  
installation which experimentally manifested energetic qualities of the LHC experiment.          
This led me to glean apparatus parts from around the CERN scrapyard (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig 2. Higgs Hunting conference poster / CERN scrapyard. Photo: A Alexopoulis. 
 
 
ACTIVATED OBJECTS 

I produced a temporary site-specific installation work titled “Activated Objects”. The           
work takes a material component of the LHC and re-works formal aspects and processes              
of the object’s original function. Specifically, the original object was a “cavity            
resonator”, designed so that its physical form functioned in a way that used             
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electromagnetic resonance to amplify the energy put into it, analogous to how pushing a              
swing at the right moment gives it more and more energy. What I did, in a kind of                  
“energy analogy”, was take the idea of the resonant energy manifested in the object and               
translate it into a different form of energy. I used an experimental setup to find the                
acoustic resonant frequency, via a tone generator and resonant plate speakers affixed to             
the object. In a sense, the experiment was a question put to the material form: “What is                 
your resonance?” As the object had been discarded, and repurposed by me from the              
CERN scrapyard, and its electromagnetic resonance unknown (to me at least), the            
“answer” the object gave me was both a physical manifestation of its acoustic             
resonance, and an abstract manifestation of its previous energetic resonance. Such an            
experiment is in essence an isomorphism of the behaviour of the object, translating its              
function from one of particle energising to acoustic emanation. The notion of            
isomorphism is a fundamental concept to the nature of science itself. As new materialist              
philosopher Manuel Delanda states, ‘the behavior of the numerical solutions to the            
equations [which mathematically describe an apparatus] is isomorphic to the behavior           
of the physical properties inside the apparatus’ (DeLanda, 2011, p.15). Through such a             
transformation of the object, from high energy physics to sound sculpture, the work is              
an experiment to see whether there exists an isomorphism between physics and art. 

The title of the work is a play on the term “activated material”, which in high-energy                
physics denotes material that is still radioactive after being used in experiments. There             
was a very small risk that the object did have some residual radioactivity, as I found it                 
near the bin designated specifically for “activated”, or radioactive, material, but it is             
highly unlikely - radiation safety is paramount at CERN (and I have had to do               
comprehensive radiation safety training for site access). The work (and even the            
mention of this risk factor in this very paper) does however exploit the radioactivity              
paradox, pointed out by Traweek: ‘Often, actions and things that are forbidden are also              
sacred: in this case, radiation sources are seen as both necessary for basic knowledge of               
nature and carcinogenic’ (Traweek, 1988, p.39). I set the installation up in the main hall               
of CMS, on the edge of the ten ton concrete “plug” which sits over the shaft above the                  
detector cavern (see Fig. 3). This was for the “CMS Vernissage” on June 24 2006. The                
Vernissage is an annual group exhibition of works produced by art@CMS           
collaborations, which attracted about seven hundred guests, including people from CMS           
and their families, researchers from other parts of CERN, and locals from the Geneva              
area, including artists and musicians (who, not surprisingly, instantly engaged with the            
work!). 
 
The installation included both functioning and obsolete control and detection equipment           
mounted in a standard scientific instrumentation rack, some of which controlled the            
acoustic resonation, some of which detected the acoustic emissions. There was also a             
big pile of cables chucked into the rack moments before the opening of the exhibition;               
cables being another connection between high energy physics and analogue audio. This            
was also a play on the sometimes outwardly chaotic impression one can initially get of               
such devices; it also expressively blurred the boundaries between what worked and            
what didn’t, and whether the work was complete or unfinished. The work was also a               
totem to the cathedral of science that is the CMS detector (which has itself been               
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described as being like the stained glass window of Notre Dame). It was also a homage                
to the interplay and tension between current and obsolete scientific devices. Directly            
behind the work was a large copper sphere, which is in fact itself an electromagnetic               
resonating cavity, and was part of the precursor of the LHC, the Large Electron Positron               
accelerator (LEP). I deliberately placed my installation in proximity to this object, so             
there was a formal and conceptual resonance between the objects. And the installation             
itself resonated, literally, in the space. Although quiet, the resonating hum emanating            
from the objects could be heard throughout the machine hall, and had several CMS              
workers thinking it was some kind of scientific device. And finally, the hum itself was               
an acoustic analog of the social activity, as described earlier, of the superorganism that              
is CMS experiment, and the kind of living entity that is the detector itself. 

 

 

Fig 3. Activated Objects. Photo: C Henschke 
 

CONCLUSION 

The development and manifestation of the “Activated Objects” installation created a           
questioning of the objects which comprised it. This produced an “estrangement” for            
people visiting the vernissage, (at least some of) the scientists, and also myself.             
Ultimately, both the processes and installation sought to explore and question what was             
science and what was art. In this sense, “Activated Objects” can be seen as being in the                 
domain of epistemic objects, which are, to re-visit Rheinberger, ‘processes and           
projections rather than definitive things.’ To produce such a thing was not my intention              
at the time of the installation, but appeared upon reflection. Through such reflection,             
this brought into light the nature of epistemic objects, as material forms that raise              
questions, or in essence are themselves questions. Furthermore, this output is one            
manifestation of an ongoing process that has led to the development of other             
collaborative combinations of high energy physics devices and sound, such as “Song of             
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the Phenomena”, which is however outside the scope of this paper. 

The installation and the detector both probe limits and produce questions - the CMS              
detector probes the limits of high energy physics practice, raising questions about nature             
through science, and the instillation probes the limits of art practice, raising questions             
about the nature of art and science. Is this too another kind of isomorphism? The head                
of one CERN experiment is reported to have said ‘a detector should not be seen as an                 
end in itself, but as a piece of equipment designed to “resolve a philosophical question”’               
(Traweek, 1988, P.71). In contrast, this installation raised philosophical, or at least            
epistemological, questions, regarding the nature of, and relations between, science and           
art. Such relationships can only be developed and understood through practical           
engagement and collaboration, and the heuristic communications that evolve through          
such engagement. This has to be experimental in nature, driven by the desire for              
questioning and finding. Artworks such as “Activated Objects”, which are developed           
and presented within the worlds of the high-energy physics detectors, are experiments            
within experiments, and experiments about experiments. And the point of commonality           
between these experiments, in terms of matter, energy and concept, was found to be              
resonance. 
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